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Dear Sisters and Friends, 
 
We hope all are well. 
  
We  have been busy in recent weeks with our regular team of      
researchers, led by Deirdre Raftery, and Ruth Ferris who continue 
to make fascinating discoveries about M. Teresa Ball & M. Michael 
Corcoran and their contribution to education in Ireland and 
abroad.   
We look forward to the publication of their work in due course.  
 
Á ine will be in Rome in early July and in York attending the Mary 
Ward Summer School, so the Árchives will largely be closed for the 
summer months. We will resume normal opening hours in         
September.  
 
Áll our warmest wishes, 
 
Kathleen, Jane & Á ine 

  
 A Unique Record of the Spanish Civil War 
 
In recent months, great progress has been made in our cataloguing projects, Jane is 
focusing on the Irish communities & schools, and Áine has focused on the papers of 
M. Gertrude Kennedy IBVM, Superior General.   
 
All collections are unique, but M. Gertrude’s collection has a special attraction,     
containing hundreds of letters from Spanish Sisters ‘trapped’ in Spain from the outset 
of the Spanish Civil War. Irish born Sisters were evacuated before hostilities broke 
out but they were unable to secure exit permits for Spanish born Sisters, many of 
whom were forced into hiding. The letters addressed to M. Gertrude Kennedy IBVM 
and M. Baptist Gibney IBVM, former  Spanish Provincial, are written in both      
English and Spanish and provide a unique record of the Spanish Civil War, recording 
the experiences of the Sisters, their families, pupils and friends.  
 
Our most recent project has been locating a suitable translator, and we were delighted 
to find an archivist with experience in translation, who will work with us on this in 
the coming weeks.  
 
We look forward to sharing more insight from the letters with you all in due course.   
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From the Archives  -  
School’s Out, Pupil Autograph Books 

 
Saying goodbye to your school days not just for the summer, but forever, is a significant 
milestone in life.  How we choose to say good bye to each other and moreover, remember 
each other may be found in the collections of Loreto Archives.  In the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, it was popular among students in Ireland to retain an ‘Autograph 
Book’ to remember each  other.  Students filled these sentimental mementos with extracts of 
poetry,   beautiful paint, ink and pencil illustrations, poignant messages and humorous     
verses.  They represent a type of memento in marked contrast to the signatures of the ‘Class 
of 2019’ emblazoned across a t-shirt!  
 
Our collections are largely concerned with the records of the 
governance and administration of the global Institute, the 
Irish province and the records of individual communities.  
However, we also  collects personal archives such as student 
autograph books, diaries of students and private papers of 
members of the IBVM community.  This holistic approach to 
collecting has provided treasured glimpses of the cultural 
backdrop in which the students and sisters lived and worked.   
 
The origins of autograph books may be traced to the mid   
16th Century where they are understood to appear in German 
and Dutch speaking regions and were known as ‘album    
amicorum’ (‘book of friends’) or ‘stammbuch’ (‘friendship 
books’).    
 
The surviving autograph books in the Loreto Archives col-
lections include those of pupils from Loreto Abbey Gorey, 
Loreto Bray and Loreto College (53 St. Stephen’s Green).  
The autograph book of Christine Hayden, a pupil of Loreto 
Bray, contains quotes, notes, photographs of autographers and stunning hand drawn ink and 
paint illustrations completed during the period 1908 - 1913.  The book, includes extracts of 
poetry from Thomas Moore (1779-1852), William Shakespeare (1564-1616), Alfred       
Tennyson (1809-1892) and Charles Kingsley (1819-1875).  A wonderful ditty is dedicated to 
‘Chrissie’ from the ‘Ginger Fox’ S.A. G. remarks on friendship and provides a glimpse in to 
the wit of the autographer.  
 

‘Chrissie has a lovely nose 
Right across her face it grows 

Sounds like thunder when it blows 
A lovely nose has Chrissie 

 
Chorus 

 
Chrissie come up, and Chrissie come down 

And Chrissie can twist her head around 
The old folks now have left the town 
And Chrissie came up…to maiden 

 
So whenever you sing this, think of poor “Ginger Fox” or else of a friend that never forgets 
his friends. 

Autograph book, Loreto Bray,   
December 1908 
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Not surprisingly, many of the rhymes have a romantic, witty theme and are a sweet          
reminder of the age of the contributors as well as being characteristic of their time.   
For example, on 18 May 1915, S Barrow writes,  
 

‘In the Parlour there were three, 
He the Parlour Lamp and she 

That two is company is no doubt, 
So the Parlour lamp went out’. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The fondness attached to school days spent together is captured by ‘Kitty’ on 12 May 1934 
in the diary of Lorna, a pupil of Loreto Bray.  Kitty writes,  
 

‘To dear Lorna, 
Remember me now, 
Remember for-ever! 
Remember the days, 

In “Loreto Together” 
 

The nature of the Loreto Archives’ collections reflects the    
central ministry of the Institute, educating and empowering 
women, in response to the identified needs of their times.     
However, what has survived for individual communities and 
their    adjacent schools varies greatly.  The community          
collections largely consist of administrative, financial and     
property records, and occasionally, the personal papers of      
individual IBVM Sisters or records of past pupils.  The latter 
types of records, personal records, provide the colour which 
breathes life in to the archives and provides a salutary reminder 
to take a holistic approach to the preservation of archives. 

Autograph book, Loreto College 1915. The ‘parlour lamp’ ditty.  

Autograph book, Loreto 
Gorey. Decorated cover 
page.  
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Catherine Hobbs, in her article, ‘The Character of Personal Archives: Reflections on the 
Value of Records of Individuals’ reminds archivists ‘there are here glimpses of the inner 
soul as well as its outer manifestation in public activities’.  Hobbs is critical of a dearth of 
attention to personal archives in   archival theory, and resulting appraisal techniques which 
may overlook the value of personal archives.   The school autograph books may not be           
considered strictly archival in that they do not provide ‘evidence’ of a transaction by their 
creator, but they do bring the very subjects of the archive to life in a way administrative 
records cannot.  As Hobbs writes, ‘There is an intimacy in the personal archive not present 
in the collective, corporate, formal record-keeping system’.   

The humble, sentimental beautifully illustrated autograph book has been replaced by     
modern derivations such as year books and printed t-shirts – is it time to bring it back?  
 

Some selected images from the autograph books 
 

 
 
 

Autograph book, Loreto Bray, 1910 
This verse was written by Chrys Kiernan, 
sister of Kitty Kiernan, fiancé of Michael 
Collins. The Kiernan Sisters were pupils in 
Loreto Bray. 

Autograph book, Loreto College 
1911. Illustration by S. Bannon. 

Autograph book, Loreto Bray, 
1908. 

Left: Autograph book, Loreto Bray, 1909 


